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Abstract. This work deals with computer haptics and virtual prototyping (VP)
of complex deformable objects. This paper discusses the additional complexity
induced when deformable virtual objects are considered. A preliminary proposed work concerns the pseudo-static small-deformation cases using FEM
P-method combined with a LCP formulation of the Signorini's problem for
contacts between deformable and rigid objects. As an implementation example
of the proposed methodology, an interactive snap-in task is experienced.

1

Introduction

One of the most promising application of virtual reality techniques matters interactive
virtual prototyping for industrial CAD-based process, digital mock-up evaluation and
maintenance operation simulation and/or training (such as mounting/dismounting
tasks). Many recent work addresses this issue for rigid bodies [12] including haptic
feedback [20] [28].
The main purpose of this paper is to expand virtual prototyping to compliant virtual objects. Indeed, the first section focuses on a brief review of existing models to
compute virtual deformations and handle contact between deforming objects.
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A multi-resolution finite element method as applied to elasticity is considered and
adapted to meet both accuracy in the contact space (P-method adaptation) and
real-time computation (linear formulation). In this preliminary work, the only
quasi-static case is considered. It is shown that, in the contact space Signorini's problem is formulated as a linear complementarity problem (LCP) [24].
The last part of the paper presents an actual virtual snap-in operation with haptic
feedback to corroborate the theoretical developments.

2

A brief review

This section reviews briefly (i.e. in a not exhaustive way) two main computational
aspects to deal with deformable virtual objects animation:
1. the deformation’s formulation model that meets both fast haptics/vision rendering
rates and actual physical law accuracy.
2. the contacts’s formulation model when deformable objects interact (also with rigid
or fluid objects).

2.1

Simulation of the deformation

In the computer graphics field, various methods were proposed in order to simulate
(animate) virtual object deformations. These methods could be gathered in two categories:
− non-physically based methods;
− physically based methods.
The first class gathers the developed methods that do not have a conceivable physics
science justification. Indeed, the main purpose of, theses models is to meet real-time
calculation constraint, stability of the numerical integration and only a visual realism
of the deformation. Geometrically-based deformation, also named free-form deformations [6], are instances of non-physically based models. In this case, object's deformation derive from object's related (exact or approximate, local or global) shape (for instance implicit equations or simple bounding volume), dynamically governed from
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external forces. In Faloutsos's deformation method [9], a physical meaning to this
geometrical deformation is proposed. Typical other approaches considered to mesh
virtual deformable objects as a collection of nodes connected by discrete mechanical
components (e.g. mass-damper-springs methods [5]). A companion novel method
considers object as collection of interacting particles governed by forces (similar to
molecular interaction ones) [21].
In the computer graphics terminology, these methods are referred to as "physically-based methods". However, the only thing that fits physical laws accuracy is the
core (or each local node) governing equations which do not adequately translate the
appropriate physics laws of the continuum mechanics. Indeed, these methods present
many drawbacks such as preserving anisotropy [4], setting the appropriate mechanical
element's parameters, the global deformation behavior and stability is not guarantee…
In order to compute physically-realistic deformation behavior, the second class of
method is considered. These methods are based on continuum mechanics governing
laws (i.e. methods that drive links between the geometrical strain and the internal
stress of the deformed material [15] [14]. However, modeling equations are not possible to solve analytically for the general object's shape. Nevertheless some approximate resolution methods, based on mathematical basis, exist. The Finite Element
Method (FEM) is one of them. Its principle lies on meshing the deformable domain
into a collection of simple-shaped interconnected elements (tetrahedron, hexahedron)
for which deformation behavior is derived from actual continuum mechanics (i.e.
from material physical parameters). Continuity between adjacent elements is made
thanks to piecewise interpolation functions. The assembly of all elements leads to a
global matrix differential system of the form:
MŰ + CỦ + FK(U) = F
Where M is the mass matrix, C is the global damping matrix, FK the stiffness
force corresponding to the internal stress, U is the nodal displacement vector and F is
the external applied forces on each node. It is well known however that solving such a
FEM obtained formulation is very time consuming because of the size of the mass,
damping and stiffness matrices (the last must be computed and inverted each time
step. In the linear case, when there is only 10% of relative deformation, FK(U) could
be linearized to FK = KU. In this case, off-line computing could be achieved to invert the system and to condensate the problem on surface nodes [2]. In [16], deformation of virtual objects is derived from the boundary element method (BEM) formulation.
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If the relative deformation is over 10%, the problem could not be linearized. In this
case, some solutions use an explicit finite element formulation of the problem (see [8]
[31] or a slightly different approach using tensor-mass as in [26] which do not resolve
the global matrix system using a local form. The stability of these methods depends
however on the mass/stiffness ratio. A recent work shows that it is possible to solve
the non-linear system thanks to a linearizing method around the each node position
[23]. However, this last method is efficient only for systems having a small number of
degrees of freedom.
Adaptive approaches may also be investigated to reduce the processing time. Indeed, the continuity of the formulation could be used to build a multi-resolution
model by refining the object's mesh [8], or rather by refining the interpolation functions (i.e. putting more points in the element [174]. Finally, another FEM processing
optimization, called the P-method, consists in adapting the basis interpolation functions order [7]. Our work derives from this last formulation.
There are indeed many "hybrid" modeling techniques that are intermediate between the first and the second categories. For instance, Laugier's team uses the so
called Long Element Method to model living organ deformation. This model
cross-assembles a set of `vertical' and `horizontal' parallelepiped rods that deformed
on the basis of FEM formulation [19].
Although the referred modeling techniques for deformable objects are synthesized,
this review is far from being exhaustive. The next section is dedicated to model formulation of contacts.

2.2

Contact’s characterization

The first step in any contact characterization is to detect if, when, and where objects
collide. To deal with this computationally demanding problem in our simulations, we
are using a discrete collision detection algorithm. The AABB (axis aligned bounding
box) is used as bounding volume hierarchies to speed up the collision detection process [30]. After a collision is detected, it becomes necessary to compute subsequent
forces and constraints acting on the system. These forces must deform the object in a
realistic way (i.e. such that none-penetration constraints (if any) hold and that the deformation is physically truthful). To do this, we used the characterization of contact
without friction between a deformable and a rigid bodies as defined in [17] (it is also
known as "the Signorini's problem" [29]). By using inequalities and complementarily
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relations the non-penetration between objects, the Signorini's problem define both the
forces distribution on the contact area and the relation between these contact forces
and the surface displacement of the deformable object. This formulation is somehow
similar to what was performed by [3] to model non-penetration rigid bodies simulation based on a linear complementarity problem formulation of the forces in the contact space.
When a contact occurs, penalty methods are often used as input to the deformation
calculus preventing objects interpenetration. In this case, the forces calculation are
related to the interpenetration volume [25] or to the interpenetration distance [10].
These obtained forces must ideally avoid deep interpenetration but without supplying
additional energy to the system. In these methods, the force processing is straightforward. However, the non-penetration constraint could not be guaranteed (at the next
step). Moreover the relation linking the penetration measure to the contact forces is
not physically plausible (figure 1).

Fig. 1. Problems that may arise using penalty methods: constraints may not hold (above) or artificial forces applies on nodes that are not in contact (below).

Using a linear FEM for virtual surgery simulation, Kűhnapfel et al. [18] imposed
on the node (involved in a collision with the surgeon's virtual tool) to follow its dis-
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placement. He derived the force to impose on the node in order to exactly achieve the
imposed displacement. This computed force is used as an input of the deformation
process of the whole model. In another work, Picinbono [26] proposed to impose a
displacement of any node involved in a collision so that all nodes will be on the surface of the rigid body. In theses methods, the non-penetration constraint holds perfectly and show a good behaviour (namely for very deforming objects such as some
human organs) but the contact forces do not match the Signorini's problem conditions.
Indeed some "stick effect" appears during the displacement of colliding nodes.
In [22] [1], they propose to neutralize each colliding node's relative normal velocity.
But such a method requires a continuous collision detection algorithm method (i.e.
collision detection must be able to return the first collision time). In this case, the Signorini's problem conditions may not be guaranteed since the created forces are not
necessarily normal to the surface (as in a frictionless contact case).

3

Multi-resolution FEM in linear elasticity

Our long term goal is to develop robust algorithms which allow haptic feedback for
virtual prototyping of deformable objects. In this very first investigation, only the
quasi-static case (small deformations) is considered. Moreover, we are convinced that
computer haptics must be part of the simulation solver and not a set of “specific
effects” (such as inertia effects, friction effects) that a user must include and set
within a simulation. To do so however, it is important to guarantee real-time
processing. In another hand, and since our application addresses industry, it is
important to ensure physical coherence and physical realism in the haptic rendering of
deformations. As a sample example, let us take a snap-in operation simulation (this
operation is frequently used in automotive industry).

3.1

Process reduction by matrix analysis

Almost actual plastic materials, used in automotive snap-in assembly are structured
materials. Then we can consider that the mass/inertia effects are minor relatively to
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the object internal stiffness. A quasi-static model is then adequate to this kind of
manufacturing operations. After the meshing process and the stiffness calculus on
every element, the system leads to the following matrix equation:
KU=F
where K is a 3n x 3n matrix and n is the free-vertex number of the mesh. A vertex
is said to be free if it is not subject to the Dirichlet's conditions. Let U be the displacement field vector of these nodes and F , the force vector. Using the matrix condensation method, a preference is given to the surface nodes “s” under the very reasonable hypothesis that the internal object nodes “i” are not subject to contact forces,
that is:

 K ss
K
 is

K si  U s   Fs 
=
K ii  U i   Fi = 0

As a consequence, a reduced matrix can be inverted off-line and the computation of
the surface nodes displacement can be made using the following reduced system:

U s = ( K ss − K si K ii−1 K is ) −1 Fs
When the all matrix inversions are made, we compute in real-time the multiplication
of the obtained matrix by the forces applied to the object's nodes:

K −1 F = U
In his work, Dan C. Popescu [27] proposes to use the propriety that the contact forces
are nil on the points that are not in contact. Thus the computation could be restricted
to:

C cn   f c  u c 
C
=
K −1 F =  cc
C nc C nn   0  u n 
1
4243
K −1

where fc represents the contact force (thus multiplications of Ccn and Cnn by [0] are
not performed).
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3.2

P-Method adaptation

The FEM, as applied in elasticity problems, consists in the use of localized interpolation functions describing the displacement of any point behaving to the element by its
node displacements. These functions can be either linear (in the case of a tetrahedral
element it uses 4 nodes), quadratic (tetrahedral element with 10 nodes), cubic (tetrahedral element with 20 nodes) for a thorough description of the FEM method, see [7]
and [15]. The higher is the interpolation function's degree the best is the accuracy of
the results.
The so-called P-method consists in refining the interpolation displacement by increasing the order of the interpolation's functions especially in the areas where more
accuracy is needed (for instance in the contact areas). The advantage of such an adaptation is in avoiding the meshing process that could be time consuming. To allow the
continuity between the low and less degree interpolation frontiers, transition elements
are introduced, see figure 2.
After a refinement, the system degree of freedom increases and the system's behavior governing equations must be built again. In most cases, one can not know at
the early time-step where the contact will occur (i.e. where an increase of the interpolation degree is needed). In the other hand, the pre-processing time to compute the rigidity matrix of complex elements is made off-line and thus will not influence the
simulation parameters (storage capabilities and integration time-step).

Fig. 2. Building a transition element to allow the continuity between a linear interpolation and a
quadratic one.

Consequently all the virtual objects deformation parameters (such as the rigidity matrix) will be calculated using high order interpolation functions. So the system will
have a very high number of degree of freedom. After the system inversion, we can
decompose the system by separating the principal nodes p from the interface nodes i.
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C pi   F p  U p 
=
C ii   Fi   U i 

The principal nodes are the vertex of each element and the interface nodes are the
ones which are on the edges (eventually on the faces) of each element. The proposed
method consists in computing mainly the displacement of some privileged interface
nodes. The displacements of the other interface nodes are calculated using those of
the principal nodes. Thus, a separation is made between the free interface nodes if and
the constraint interface nodes ic which displacements depend on the principal nodes
“p”, U ic = ϑ (U p ) . The ic nodes are those which are not involved in the contact
area (i.e. Fic = 0 ).

 C pp

K F = C i f p
C
 ic p
−1

C pi f
Ci f i f
C ici f


C pic   F p  
Up

 

C i f ic   Fi f  = 
U if

C icic   Fic = 0 U ic = ϑ (U p )

Consequently, on every element, where the displacement of all the interface nodes
is calculated based on the principal nodes, the interpolation is linear. So far, our
method is close to the P-method but still adapted to our application context that requires quick and real-time computations.
In fact, at each time-step, the algorithm chooses the free interface nodes if (actually
the choice is only at the neighborhood of the contact computed in

ο (ni ) ) and the

displacements of the principal and free interface nodes are computed (at worst in

ο ((n p + ni ) 2 ) ) whereas the displacement of the other interface nodes are subsef

quently deduced in

ο (ni ).
c

Comparing to a linear interpolation, a quadratic interpolation of the entire object
increases the accuracy of the deformation but is more time consuming. Consequently,
the proposed method is an astute compromise between the quadratic interpolation accuracy on the contact zone with a near linear interpolation computation cost.
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Rigid / deformable bodies contact

The section presents the Signorini’s problem in a case of surface defined by planes
and the algorithms used to solve it in a computing time compatible with haptic feedback requirements.

4.1

The pseudo-static problem definition

As previously stated, the stiffness mechanical part of the deformation behavior
dominates the mass/inertia effects. This motivates a deformation model which takes
into account only the static case. Nevertheless, since the collision detection and the
contact characterization methods are using precedent time steps the formulation is
said to be pseudo-static.

Fig. 3. One plane (triangle) is associated with the colliding node.

The detection collision algorithm [30] associates, to each vertex of the deformable
mesh, an interpenetration distance (inside the rigid object) and an interpenetration direction These parameters give rise to a plane equation (see the figure 3). We want that
the position of every colliding node passes above this plan after the collision response. This after collision state can be expressed using the following inequality:

ai xi + bi y i + ci z i + d i ≥ 0
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The used detection algorithm is discrete1, for the moment. To be sure that a colliding node is corrected associated to the appropriate colliding face, we should use a
continuous collision detection method.
In this study, only the case of frictionless contact is considered. So the contact
forces are projected along the surface normal. Moreover, these forces are directed towards the outside of the rigid object, so they are oriented:



i
 Fx
 i
 Fni ≥ 0 

 i
 F = 0  ⇔  Fy =

 t

 i
 Fz =




≥0 
bi i 
Fx 
ai

ci i 
Fx 
ai


Finally, there is a contact force only on the deformable vertices which are actually
colliding after the deformation. This leads to the following complementarity condition:

(ai xi + bi y i + ci z i + d i ).Fni = 0
These conditions fits the Signorini's problem ones. We can re-write them in a classical LCP form.

4.2

Resolution by classical LCP algorithms

The collision detection algorithm gives a list of nodes actually interpenetrating the
rigid body. Obviously, some of the them may be found to be not actually colliding
(i.e. out of the contact) after computing the deformation (as a response to the collision). If m is the number of the mesh nodes that are in contact, we can write the following m-dimension vector X:

1

Which simply means that collisions ae detected based on objects interpenetration. Discrete
class algorithms make the well known hypothesis that if, for each time-step, no collision is
detected then there was no collision between the considered time-steps.
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X i = ai xi + bi y i + ci z i + d i = ai xi0 + bi y i0 + ci z i0 + ai u i + bi vi + ci wi + d i
0

0

0

where ( xi , y i , z i ) is the position of the i-the node in the initial rest configuration
and (u i , vi , wi ) are the displacement of the node referring to this configuration.
As the collision force firection is normal to the surface, the FEM system of equation is rewrite to a m-size form:

X = q + M .Fx
The obtained FEM system of equations gives the relation between the displacements (U) and the external forces (F) of all nodes. As the contact forces are only on
the colliding nodes, we can write a condensed system on the colliding
nodes (i, j ∈ [1, m]) :

 M  O
u  
C11ij
 i 
ij
K −1 F ⇒  vi  = 
C 21
  
C 31ij
 wi  
 M  

C12ij
ij
C 22
C 32ij

C13ij
ij
C 23
C 33ij

 M 
 F j 
 x 
  F yj 
 j 
  Fz 
O  M 

The relation between the vector variables X and the force Fx is deducted by:

O



ij
ij
ij
ai C11 + bi C12 + ci C13 +


M
 M  

bi2 ij bi ci ij
 M 
ij
bi C 21 + C 22 +
C 23 +
 X  = a x 0 + b y 0 + c z 0 + d  
  Fx j 
ai
ai
i i
i i
i
 i  i i

 
2
 M  
 
b
c
c
M
  M 
ci C 31ij + i i C 32ij + i C 33ij


ai
ai

O

In its compact form, this formulation leads to the following LCP form:
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X ≥0


Fx ≥ 0


 X = q + M .Fx
 ( Fx ) t X = 0
A principal pivoting method is used in order to solve the LCP, see [24]. And the
result fits the SIgnorini’s problem conditions.

5

Experimental results

This section describes the simulation and the implementation of the proposed algorithm. First, the experimental setup and its interfaces components used for interactive
virtual prototyping are described. Then the results obtains from actual snap-in tasks
experiments are discussed.

Fig. 4. The CEA PHARE virtual reality platform (rigid body prototyping instance):
a stereoscopic workbench displays virtual environments, two haptic 6dof devices
(VIRTUOSE 6D).
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The CEA PHARE virtual reality platform

The CEA 2 platform is composed by a workbench visualization system with two
stereoscopic screens (horizontal and vertical). The user interacts with the virtual objects thanks to two handed 6 dof haptic devices. The global system configuration is
illustrated by the figure 4.
The used force feedback devices (VIRTUOSE 6D) [11] are also developed at the
CEA and commercialized by HAPTION3. VIRTUOSE 6D is used as a 6dof motion
input and generates 6dof force/torque as an output on the handle. The workspace is
approximately a cube of 40cm side. The VIRTUOSE 6D can deliver a 10N continuous force (a 35N pick maximum force) with a resolution of 0.2N. The maximum
torque is 3.1Nm with a resolution of 3x10-5rad. These performances allow a high fidelity display of virtual objects haptic characteristics.

5.2

Snap-in tests

The snap-in simulation example (see figure 5) consists in deforming simple clip on a
tube. The snap-in operation is a task where the haptic feedback is important to allow
to experience operator behavior and experience of such frequent maintenance,
mounting and disassembling operations.

Fig. 5. Simulation frames of the snap-in simulation.

The user holds a virtual tube (cylinder or any other shaped object) linked to the
haptic interface handle. The computing forces of the interaction contacts are applied
on the dynamics of the controlled tube. The figure 5 shows picture snapshots successful simulations using Matlab. Afterwards, the software was ported on the PHARE

2

Commissariat l’Energie Atomique (French Nuclear Authority)

3

www.haption.com
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platform in C++. Experimental results are very promising and confirm the proposed
theoretical contribution of this paper.
Figure 6 shows screen snap-shot of an actual interactive snap-in experiments using
the PHARE platform and the VIRTUOSE 6D haptic interface. The virtual interface
terminal point is "linked" to the rigid object while the snap-in tool is static and
vice-versa. Using a PC Pentium 4 computer at a 2.4GHz, the snap-in tool (the deformable object) is modeled by 686 nodes with 293 quadric elements. The collision
detection process takes 2.5ms. The dynamic deformation and collision response takes
0.2ms for the LCP resolution and 0.01ms for the matrix multiplication. The virtual
environment rendering is achieved in a parallel processing. Operator could experience
intuitive and realistic interaction force feedback during snap-in operation.

Fig. 6. Snap-shots from actual interactive snap-in operation with haptic feedback.

6

Conclusion
This preliminary work shows a possible approach to extend virtual prototyping to

deforming objects. The algorithm adapts the quasi static finite element method to satisfy haptic feedback requirements. Future work will investigate a better definition of
the P-method refinement localization and on a more general non-linear behavior. We
have shown that the Signorini's problem can be treated thanks to a LCP formulation in
the contact space. Still, a more physical definition of the contact must include friction
and more robust collision detection algorithms.
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